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Food waste raises issues
BY ALEA THORNE
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According to employees at Central
Dining Services, each day, food is being
trashed despite it not being expired, because a policy says that it can’t be kept.
According to Food Service Director
Dan Layman, Dining Services has been
trying to do its best to conserve food, but
there are some things they cannot avoid
throwing out.
“The food we throw out is usually going bad anyway, and for liability reasons
we are not able to donate,” Layman said.
Dining services cannot give the leftover
food to its employees because it comes
from state funding.
In the past, dining services has donated
to food banks, but according to Layman,
donating food comes with liability issues.
F.I.S.H food bank only serves one meal
a day, thus might not be able to use the
donated food before its expiration date so
the food needs to be nonperishable.
According to Layman, another issue
with donating food is fairness, so they either have to donate a little to all or not
donate at all.
Layman and Kitchen Production Manager Jim Matheny said that students contribute most of the mass amounts of food
being thrown out. Students will often grab
too much food and end up throwing away
what they don’t ﬁnish.
“We try to encourage students one entry at a time by getting them to buy one

hamburger instead of two, or at Holmes,
get one entry and come back for seconds if
they’re still hungry,” Matheny said.
Dining services conserves food by producing made-to-order food to prevent
overproduction.
“We make sandwiches right in front
of the students so they can pick out their
orders,” said Mark Green, sophomore
psychology major. “So there’s really no
chance to throw out food that we overproduced.”
In Holmes Dining, a strategy used to
preserve food is reusing food products.
If an item on the menu did not sell as
anticipated, they make something different with the same ingredients to use the
next day.
The food products that Central Marketplace and Dining Services have the
most difﬁculty with conserving are fruits
and vegetables, due to the limited amount
of time they stay fresh.
“Everybody wants and needs fresh fruit
and vegetables, and they have a very short
shelf life, so that’s what usually goes to
waste,” Matheny said.
According to Layman, even though
Dining Services throws out food, the food
cost is in line with the budget.
“Waste is always going to happen,”
Matheny said. “We’re doing what we can
to limit the waste, but to meet requirements we are going to have to throw away
poor quality food and buy fresh food in
order to be proﬁtable.”
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Correction:

In the story titled “New Girl in Town,” Elizabeth Kerns was listed as the head of public
rRelations, however she is actually an assistant professor. In the story titled “Residential
Royalty,” Kyle McCrossin’s name was misspelled in the last paragraph. In the story titled
“Campus community feels EQuAl love for everyone,” Leah Shelton was erroneously listed as
interim director of the Center for Diversity and Social Justice. She is a diversity officer.
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Manweller v. Central

State candidate wins bid to bar release of sexual misconduct investigation
News Editor

Political science professor Mathew
Manweller, who is running for state representative, succeeded in getting a Kittitas
County judge to temporarily bar Central
from releasing records about the university’s investigation of a student’s complaint
of sexual misconduct in 2006.
Manweller
also sued the
university
on
Friday, claiming it had purposefully leaked
word of the
i nv e s t i g a t i o n
to the Yakima
Herald-Republic and the Daily
MATTHEW MANWELER
Record in order
Associate political
to wreck his
science professor
chances of being elected.
In his ruling on Monday, Superior
Court Judge Scott R. Sparks agreed with
Manweller that the release of the records
would cause his “personal and professional reputation” to be “irreparably damaged
or harmed.” He set a hearing for Monday,

Nov. 5, the day before the general election.
That prompted an attorney for the
newspapers to ﬁle a motion Tuesday urging the judge to reconsider his Nov. 5 hearing date.
“The Court is ensuring that the newspapers and voters cannot obtain any information from these public records prior
to the election,” the newspapers’ attorney
Michele Earl-Hubbard wrote in her ﬁling.
Further, the newspapers’ attorney argued that Manweller didn’t meet the standards under the Public Record Act.
For a government agency to withhold
records, the act requires the records to be
exempt under a speciﬁc statute and that
disclosure would “clearly not be in the
public interest and would substantially
and irreparably damage any person.”
According to court records, the dispute stems to July 11, when the HeraldRepublic asked Central for any records
alleging complaints of misconduct ﬁled
against Manweller. Central then produced
internal records relating to the complaint
of misconduct, which was made in 2006.
The Herald-Republic, in its story on
Tuesday, said it never wrote about the allegations of sexual misconduct because no
formal complaint was ever made.
On Sept. 1, Central ordered an out-

side investigation of the old charges. In
Linda Schactler, Central’s director of
Manweller’s court statement, he accuses public affairs, said, “We adamantly deny
Central of an “effort to undermine my po- that the investigation was politically molitical campaign and harm me personally.” tivated and we will vigorously defend that
Furthermore, Manweller wrote, “what is in a lawsuit.”
especially disconcerting is that this invesIn an interview, Manweller said, “She’s
tigation was conducted in an election year, wrong. She’s being told what to say ... No
in which I am runone has come forning for ofﬁce.”
ward in six years,
He continued
new evidence
We adamantly deny that no
by
contending
has been collected
the investigation was political- in six years, so
that the results
could have been
ly motivated and we will vigor- what would cause
conveyed orally,
somebody to just
ously defend that in a lawsuit.
but that “the inwake up six years
vestigation
was
later and go, ‘Hey
-LINDA SCHACTLER
ordered internally
I have an idea,
Director of Public Affairs
by sources within
let’s reopen this
CWU who knew,
investigation.’ If
or should have
it’s not politically
known, that the report would have to be motivated, what other explanation could
produced in response to a public records explain it?”
request, and source(s) within CWU leaked
Schactler added the university was
to the press that the investigation had been “fully prepared to the extent required by
ordered and completed in time to be dis- the law to comply with newspapers’ public
closed prior to the election.”
records requests.”
Manweller is asking the court to not
She also said that at the hearing Nov.
only keep the investigative report private, 5, the Assistant Attorney General Alan
but to delete that and all related docu- Smith, who is assigned to Central, “will
ments from his personnel ﬁle. He is also explain why the public records should be
asking for attorney fees.
disclosed.”

“

“

BY SANTOS HERRERA

White Cane Awareness Day deemed a success
BY ANDREW EVANS

Staff Reporter

The white cane is an important symbol
and a tool of independence for those who
are visually impaired.
Oct. 15 was White Cane Awareness
Day, a holiday that has taken place since
1964 to recognize the achievements of
blind individuals and to promote awareness.
To promote White Cane Awareness
Day, members of Central Access and
Access, Belonging, Learning and Equity
(ABLE) set up a variety of activities on
Monday in the SURC aimed at demonstrating challenges that blind people face
on a daily basis.
Blindfolded marksmen ﬁlled the air
with orange bullets. Students donned
blacked-out goggles and made a comical display of groping around the SURC,
frosting cookies and trying to arrange
numbers one through nine.
At least six blind students attend Central. Wendy Holden is the coordinator for
Central Access, which provides visually
impaired students with accessible formats
of their textbooks and schoolwork.
These formats include audio books,
braille, e-text and tactile graphics.
“There are a lot of issues on campus of
people being disrespectful with the white
cane,” Holden said.
Sara Bair, a sophomore major in special education in early childhood, once
accidently lodged her cane in a cyclist’s
spokes.
“Yeah, the biker called me a bitch,”
Bair said. He “told me I need to watch
where I was going, when [he actually] cut
in front of me.”
Josh Hackney, sophomore law and justice major, is an example of perseverance.
He was born without any sight, but
began to gain some vision when he was

about six years old.
Hackney was diagnosed with macular
degeneration, which obscures detailed
central vision. Eventually his vision will
completely deteriorate.
Despite his disability and being on his
own since he was 16, Hackney has compiled an impressive resume. He wrestled in
high school and made it to state every year.
“I used to have to wrestle with contact
because of my low vision but I actually
contested that,” Hackney said. “I didn’t
want to use complete contact, I just use
my ears.”
Hackney also playa rugby, and enjoys
snowboarding and water sports. Hackney
dubs himself a thrill seeker who loves to
stay active. He’s also volunteered at the
Red Cross and with the Police Activities
League of Greater Portland.
Legal blindness does not necessarily
mean zero vision.
“With my glasses I have enough vision
to read books,” Bair said.
Kaylee Riley, a freshman psychology
major, has a false eye and was diagnosed
with several conditions. Riley recalled the
time she saw the sky- the image moved her
to tears.
“We were all in kayaks,” Riley said. “It
was so bright and so clear that day. The
sun and the reﬂection off the water was
so bright I could see the sky and I was so
happy.”
Cyclists, skateboarders, pedestrians and
cars are legally obligated to give the white
cane the right of way.
While the white cane is a symbol of independence, visually impaired individuals,
like anyone else, ﬁnd it necessary to ask for
help every now and again.
Riley said if they need help, they will
ask. Riley advises that when a blind person asks for help with navigation, the best
thing to do is gently lead them by the elbow, and to refrain from being too touchy.

ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER

GUIDED Maddy Rannow walks with her seeing eye dog, Rudy, through the SURC.
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Wildcat shop renovations receive positive reviews
BY CHASE PACKMAN

Staff Reporter

Returning students Central have probably noticed the Wildcat Shop’s new look.
It’s not just the look that has changed,
either.
New products are available and the layout has been switched around.
The renovation was not just for aesthetics, but to beneﬁt shoppers as well
“It’s nice not to have to check our
backpacks in anymore to simply enter the
store,” said Lana Abuhudra, senior business major.
Lana said the new layout looks more
modern, but didn’t really need to be
changed.
“It’s way easier to navigate and feels a
lot more open,” senior Aaron Love said.
Even though both Abuhudra and Love
appreciate the new design because they
have the old layout to compare it with,
several freshmen also appreciate the new
layout as well.
“I wasn’t aware it was recently renovated, but I like the layout, especially the
hanging lights near the checkout and the
big chandelier,” freshman Bridget Anderson said.
According to Steve Wenger, director of
the Wildcat Shop, the upstairs main ﬂoor
has been expanded and the books area has soon have the Microsoft Surface in stock
been cut in half.
sometime near the end of the month.
Students can
“I felt the comalso rent textputer area needed
books instead of
to be expanded,
having to purand that was the
chase them.
driving force that
The clothing
started the remodspace has been
eling,”
Wegner
increased and the
said. “We want to
electronics and
stay current with
computer area
what the students
has been expandneeds are and to
ed and moved toimprove the store
ward the front of
-BRIDGET
ANDERSON
for the students.”
the store.
Freshman
Undecided
The ﬂoor is
now made of tile
instead of concrete.
There are also three big ﬂat screen televisions in the store which display Centralthemed images or Wildcat Shop ads.
Monday - Thursday
The customer service area has also
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
been brought to the front, something
Friday
Wenger believes makes more sense.
As far as electronic products go, in
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
addition to Macs and Mac products, the
Saturday & Sunday
Wildcat shop now carries PCs and PC
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
products as well.
The shop also carries the Nook and will

“

I wasn’t aware it was
recently renovated, but I
like the layout, especially
the hanging lights near
the checkout and the big
chandelier.

“

Wildcat Shop

SETH LONGBORG/OBSERVER

RACKED Students look through items in the Wildcat shop. New flat-screen TVs,
display ads and new shelving was added to make room for some new items to be sold.
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From immigrant to candidate
Gonzalez seeks to become youngest legislator in state
BY MATTHEW THOMPSON

Staff Reporter

At age 26, Tyson Larson holds the title
of youngest state legislator in the country,
but Central Washington University senior
political science major Pablo Gonzalez
hopes to break that record by ﬁve years.
“It’s very rare for a college student to
run for ofﬁce,” said Matt Manweller, professor of political science and one of Gonzalez’s instructors. “But obviously he’s got
the work ethic.”
Gonzalez is running as the Democratic
candidate for the 15th legislative district
in Washington State. He faces Republican
incumbent David Taylor.
The 15th District includes parts of Yakima, Union Gap and Gonzalez’s hometown, Zillah. In 2011, the 15th District
was reconﬁgured, and as a result, Latinos
now make up the majority population,
which is a demographic Gonzalez believes
he will be able to connect with.
“I think being mixed in the culture and
then also growing up in that area shows
that I’ve been here,” Gonzalez said. “And
I understand what people think around
here.”
It is not only his ethnicity that Gonzalez believes Latinos will be able to relate
to- he was also once an illegal immigrant.
Michoacán, Mexico might be an odd
place of origin for an American politician,
but that is exactly where Pablo Gonzalez’s
story begins. At the age of four, Gonzalez,
his two elder brothers and his parents left
Mexico and entered the United States illegally.
After 2,600 miles, Gonzalez and hisfamily found work on a farm in Zilla.The
entire family worked in the orchards, earning and saving what money they could.
With the loss of several family members to the growing violence in Mexico,
the opportunities granted to him here in
the US are not soon to be forgotten.
“Growing up in Mexico, man, would
have been a lot different,” Gonzalez said.
“I don’t know if I would have been corrupt over there or, you know, [been] involved in some type of maﬁa or gang.”
After $30,000 in legal fees, Gonzalez
and some of his family received permanent residency in 2005. Five years later,
Gonzalez became the ﬁrst of his family to
receive U.S. citizenship.
At ﬁrst, when Gonzalez came to Central, he thought he would be studying construction management. But one class and
one teacher changed his whole perspective
Professor Rex Wirth’s Political Science 101 class in the fall of 2009 intrigued
Gonzalez so much he reconsidered his
academic path.
“It left me confused, but yet interested in the subject,” Gonzalez said. “So, I
wanted to understand more because it was
hard for me to understand.”
The political articles and the campaigns he studied cultivated his interest in
perhaps running for ofﬁce one day.
With the classes he took from Todd
Schaefer, Wirth and Manweller, Gonzalez
learned how the political process works, as
well as what makes a campaign strategy
effective.
“I wanted to do it myself,” Gonzalez
said. “It was a goal I have always had in
life, you know, after I started an interest
in politics.”
Gonzalez is a very involved student on
campus and it was at a photo shoot for
Extraordinary Men Pursuing Intellectual
Readiness through Education (EMPIRE)
that he met the executive assistant for his

PHOTO COURTESY OF KEVIN O’DONNELL

POLITICAL Pablo Gonzalez went from being an illegal immigrant to now running to be a legislative representative. If he is elected
in November he will become the youngest state legislator in the country. He is 21 and is running in the 15th district.

campaign staff, senior political science
major China Burgonio. She believes that
it is Gonzalez’s empathy for his constituency that motivates him in his run for ofﬁce.
“He doesn’t want his district to experience what he experienced,” Burgonio
said, “or what his district is [continuing]
to experience.”
Along with Burgonio, Gonzalez has
several other Central students and alumni
on his campaign staff who have helped to
provide everything from television ads to
the graphic design of his website.
His campaign also works hand-in-hand
with Organizing For America, a community project of the Democratic National
Committee.

“They’re supportive,” Burgonio said.
“Also, Pablo doesn’t have a campaign
manager, so pretty much campaign strategies are coming from them.”
In the spring primary, Gonzalez collected only a third of approximately
15,000 votes, and he admits that there is a
lot of work to be done to motivate voters
for Election Day on Nov. 6.
A large part of his campaign strategy is
to encourage the Hispanic voting block, a
demographic which usually does not participate in voting.
To stimulate these voters and others,
Gonzalez goes door to door, speaking both
English and Spanish when necessary, and
has even created bilingual instructional
videos on how to register to vote.
Burgonio believes it’s Gonzalez’s youth
which makes him such a viable and exciting candidate.
“He can’t wait to talk to people,” Burgonio said. “He can’t wait to shake everybody’s hand.”
Even a possible defeat at the polls will
not deter Gonzalez from continuing his
passion for politics and his goal of becoming a politician.
If not elected, Gonzalez still has two
quarters to ﬁnish his major here at Central
before entering the professional realm.
“The way we’re gonna do this is by
educating people,” Gonzalez said. “And
by lifting them up, because they can’t lift
themselves up.”
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Next
stop:
Uppercut

OPINION

Editor-in-Chief//Danny Schmidt

Driver had
reasons for
punch
BY JAYNA SMITH

Assistant News Editor

Let me begin this by saying I do not
condone any male on female violence.
I also believe women shouldn’t antagonize men in a way that could lead
them to resort to violence.
There was a video, originally posted
on Worldstarhiphop.com, which went
viral, showing a young female passenger, Shidea Lane, on a bus arguing with
the bus driver, Artis Hughes.
During the argument, Hughes told
Lane he would
get his granddaughter to deal
with her. In response,
Lane
egged him on
by suggesting he
bring his “mammy.”
The video
JAYNA SMITH
showed
the
Assistant News Editor woman hit and
spit on the man
while he was still driving the bus.
After he apparently was fed up with
the taunting, he promptly stopped the
bus, walked up to her and dealt her a
brutal uppercut to the jaw. In response
to comments made by other passengers
regarding her being a female, the driver
said, “I don’t care. She wants to be a
man, I’m going to treat you like a man.”
Under a more normal circumstance,
I would completely believe the man was
wrong. Are you ready for the but? But
this woman was so wretched and annoying that Jesus himself may have even
layed a hand on her. Although Hughes
took it pretty far, I completely understand why he was so upset.
Just think about it: If his behavior
was totally uncalled for, why didn’t every
person on the bus rush to her defense?
In a recent interview, Lane said if she
got into another similar altercation, she
would remove herself from the scene instead of arguing. As for the bus driver,
he is currently suspended and the case is
being investigated.
I think we can all learn something
from this woman’s experience. No. 1:
Do not dish out something you can’t
take yourself. No. 2: It’s not a good idea
to assume being a female is going to protect you from a bruising uppercut.
Finally, leave people’s “mammies”
out of arguments. Talking about somebody’s mom is the quickest way to get
you punched in the face, male or female.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS

Halloween 101

The tricks and treats of a college halloween
It’s Halloween time already! Crazy,
right? I guess that means it’s time for a
plethora of candy corn and corny costumes. Just kidding, this is Halloween:
university edition.
An interesting twist to this holiday
in college is the
lack of candy we
receive. Back in
the day, I would
rarely accept less
than a handful of
candy from each
door I knocked
on, but these
days I am overwhen
JEANETTE GENSON whelmed
offers
Assistant Scene Editor someone
me a mini Snickers. I’m not sure when or why my expectations plummeted, but I’m about to
regress back into my old ways.
From now on, if someone doesn’t offer me at least a small pile of treats, I
will immediately throw whatever they
are offering across the room before demanding a king size candy bar, then I
will leave.
I have also noticed that Halloween
in college doesn’t focus on the scary aspect of the holiday anymore. I remember when my family would drag me
into every haunted house in town, and
my dad would bring out the classic horrors to see who would jump the most.
I haven’t seen anything too scary in
preparation for the upcoming holiday.
What happened?
Where are the days of people with

masks running around with chainsaws,
or evil clowns looking for souls to eat?
Those were the good ‘ole days, so lets
step it up.
Halloween in college is a great excuse
to look as foolish or immodest as one
possibly can, since everyone is most likely going to be too drunk to remember
what anyone was actually wearing.
So I’m wondering, does the same go
for pets?
I am asking because I have three
small dogs, and I can’t decide if I should
include them in the festivities. On one
hand, dogs in costume always look like
they would rather drive off a cliff than
be seen.
On the other hand, dressing up could
be considered an honor in dog culture.
I don’t want to make any false assumptions, so if anyone has any advice, please
let me know.
On any other day it is considered
embarrassing to run into someone at a
party who is wearing the same outﬁt as

Dear Readers,

you, but on Halloween the rules bend.
For some reason, no matter who that
person is, you are instantly best friends,
and have created an unbreakable bond.
This encounter is usually followed by a
million pictures being taken to capture
the moment, and for the rest of the night
you are obligated to give your new-found
soul mate a high-ﬁve.
Halloween falls on a Wednesday this
year. If that’s not a slap in the face from
the party Gods, I don’t know what is.
A word or two of advice for those
who are going to a Thursday morning
class: Try not to vomit on your professor
and remove any physical remnants of
the last night’s shenanigans.

Best Halloween
candy
•
•
•
•

Reese’s
Gummy bears
Snickers
Smarties

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on
current issues. Please include your full name and university affiliation: year
and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department.
To be printed in the following week’s issue, please email your letters
to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer
reserves the right to reject or edit for style and length. All letters become
property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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Local bands
shake up Prosody
BY Landan garcia

Copy Desk Chief

Prosody hosted four local bands on
Oct. 19, with its second official concert
since it switched from being Rawspace on
Sept. 1.
Last Saturday, Oct. 13 was the first
concert, featuring Barley Wine Review,
The Ancients, and Scruffalo.
Prosody co-owners Kurt and Tracy
Oberloh were pleased with the turnout for
Friday’s event, and said it definitely met
expectations. Kurt Oberloh has served as
a broadcast IT technician for 88.1 The
‘Burg for nearly three years, and Tracy
Oberloh has served as registrar at Central
for 11 years.
“We added a new color palette, upgraded lighting and put in an upgraded
sound system,” Kurt Oberloh said. “We
also added a high definition camera feed
through the television, so people can
watch what’s happening from the bar.”
The performances opened with Nick
Foster, whose lively playing energized the
crowd. Foster is now producing his first
album alongside members of Red Means
Go and If Bears Were Bees. Members of
the other bands joined him onstage during
his performance.
“He always describes his sound as indiealt-country, but he hates that,” said Skyler
Mehal, lead guitarist for Red Means Go
and a guitarist in Foster’s newest album.
“It’s ‘folky,’ that’s what it is. It’s like Bob
Dylan – it tells a story.”
Bands supporting each other was a
theme all evening as they all know one another from many previous shows and jam
sessions together.
“It was kind of a hybrid between Red
Means Go and If Bears Were Bees, with
Nick Foster himself being the lead singer,
the front man,” Oberloh said.
Three-member band Blackburn followed. Opening songs were catchy, with

Seth Lonborg/observer

ROCKING OUT Red Means Go performs for a crowd at Prosody last Friday which led to an encore performance.

a prominent base groove. The crowd began to sway and dance within the first two
minutes of the performance.
“I always have a blast performing on
stage, especially nice, big stages like that,”
said lead singer Brody Blackburn. “Seeing
friends in the crowd is always nice, especially seeing them dance to your music.”
As the night progressed, the band opted
to play songs with personal lyrics. Later in
the set, Blackburn and his bassist turned to
each other to rock out in sync. The bassist
successfully pulled off a guitar-strap spin
mid-song, and the crowd went wild.
By the end the crowd demanded an encore, chanting “one more song.”
“We put a lot of work into this show in
particular, because we’re all Central students,” Blackburn said. “We really want to
see Prosody succeed because there’s not a
big music scene in Ellensburg now. We’d
like to have a crowd that comes every Fri-

day and Saturday and fills the place up.”
Prosody’s renovated bar attracted a
crowd between songs, since alcohol is not
allowed on the performance floor. Audience members met and talked with the
bands as they relaxed between sets.
“I like the new setup at Prosody,” said
Lana Abuhudra, senior business major.
“It’s nice being able to see what going on
while you’re having a drink.”
Red Means Go played next. Amid
songs, lead guitarist Mehal mixed in two
Floyd-inspired solos, seamlessly integrating them into their sound and set list.
Midway through the set, lead singer
Jazmarae Beebe asked if people were having a good time. She clarified moments
later, asking, “No really, are you guys having fun?” The audience erupted in unison.
If Bears were Bees finished out the
night. The band, which mostly hails from
Enumclaw, put on a small but powerful

showing. The crowd had begun to wind
down by this time, which created an intimate atmosphere well-suited for the performance. The lyrics were raw and real,
spanning from elementary school events
to college relationships. All of this was interspersed with rock riffs.
“We were very pleased with Red
Means Go and If Bears Were Bees,” said
Oberloh.
The other bands knew their song lyrics and were in the crowd singing aloud.
Machine-gunning guitar licks, a driving
baseline and a shirtless drummer were all
part of the mix.
“I thought that it was original music,
very intelligent music,” said audience
member Mike Rogers. By that, I mean
it wasn’t simplistic. That’s just one of the
qualities I liked about it. It’s not like you’re
taking a chance and seeing bands that
suck.”

Q & A with Red Means Go

The band won first place at Battle of
the Bands in Wenatchee during summer
of 2009, for which they received $1 thousand dollars, studio time, several gift cards,
and an LED light rig which currently
hangs in Café Mela in Wenatchee.

SETH LONGBORG/observer

SINGING Jazmarae Beebe is the lead
singer for Red Means Go.
BY Landan garcia

Copy Desk Chief

Red Means Go consists of Jazmarae
Beebe (vocals), Skylar Mehal (lead guitar),
Markus Hoyer (guitar), Jonny Wade (bass
guitar), and Tom Noble (drums).
The band is comprised entirely of
members who were or currently are students at Central Washington University.
The band currently has two CD’s
available: a self-titled album, “Red Means
Go,” and a new one released last month
titled “Transient,” which is available
through iTunes for $10.

Observer: How long has the band
been together? How long have you been
playing in Ellensburg?
Skyler: We formed in January of 2008
with Jaz and I as a duo. We’ve been going
strong as a band since 2008 – we’ve been
gigging a lot.
We were a four-piece for a while before
Markus joined the band. I think Markus
joined right when we were releasing our
self-titled album, so he’s part of the vocals
with that. That was recorded in 2008 and
released in 2009.
We started playing at house parties,
then we got involved with campus activities. Scott Drummond noticed us early
on and tossed us a lot of gigs. We played
at Rock against Rape and at lots of benefit concerts. We also played at the grand
opening of Rawspace back when it was
still named that.
Markus: Basically, Jaz called me during Christmas break that year and asked
me if I wanted to be part of the band.
Observer: What are your future prospects for Red Means Go?
Skyler: We’ve broken into the scene
in Seattle. We’re more of an established
band now, so we can actually start getting
paid for our gigs.

It’s cool, because we’re pretty much all
in different bands outside of Red Means
Go. Markus and I are actually in three
bands together outside of Red Means Go:
Porpoise, Patrick Foster and the Locomotive, and Justice for All.
We got a show at the Hard Rock coming up in Seattle on Nov. 16. I think the focus is we’re all just trying to make a living,
which is why we’re all in multiple bands.
We wanna keep the interest going as long
as we can.
Observer: What is the motivation for
your songs? How much collaboration goes
into the songwriting?
Markus: Jaz and Skyler write basically all of the songs. Jaz will come to Skyler
with words and melody and music, or Jaz
will come to Skyler with words, and Skyler
will create the melody and music. Sometimes they’ll give us the chords and Tom
or I will add in our own pieces. I’m still using the same chords, just adding different
little fills here and there, you know?
Observer: How would you describe
your style? Who are your influences?
Markus: I think our style is kind of
rock, kind of pop, alternative rock, and
indie rock. We play a few songs that have
a little bit of a reggae in them, a little bit
of a groovy style. We all have kind of our
own influences, and that’s what makes our
band the way it is. I’m into funk reggae,
jazz and blues.
People say that we sound like No Doubt
sometimes, or Paramore.
Skyler: I would call us, like, melodic

SETH LONGBORG/observer

STRUMMING Bassist Jonny Wade
plays to the crowd at Prosody last
Friday.

rock. We’ve just kind of formed into an
animal, I guess, with all our different influences. There’s a lot of classic rock, and
even more of the “roots” stuff: you know,
blues and jazz and old rock n’ roll.
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Don’t fear the beard: Facial hair is welcome here
Wright has a clear image of the meeting
agendas.
“I want to have a place where bearded
Central Washington University has men can get together and discuss beardhad quite a few clubs
ed
things,”
founded in its 100-year
Wright said.
history.
“Maybe disI’d support the club cuss differEverything from archery to battle-bots has
types of
because it supports manli- ent
been represented. Howwax to use,
ever, Central has never
that kind of
ness.
seen a club or organizathing.”
tion based around facial
Wright
-JEREMY JOHNSON
hair until today.
claims
the
Freshman Undecided
The CWU Beard
purpose of
and Moustache Club
the club is to
has quickly become a
encourage
popular topic on campus, thanks to its the growing of beards across the EllensFacebook page which has 62 friends,
burg campus.
though it is not recognized as an ofﬁcial
“People have heard of No-Shave Noclub by Central.
vember, but I’m trying to start ‘No-Shave
“It started as kind of a joke, and then
Never,’” Wright said.
grew into this,” said junior history major
Wright continued to express concern
Andrew Wright, who runs the Facebook
about the lack of beards, not just on campage.
pus, but in the country.
Often ﬁnding himself one of the only
“There are too many politicians withbearded men at parties, Wright would out facial hair,” Wright said. “I feel like if
joke with his bearded peers about start- a bearded candidate ran, they would get
ing a club.
a signiﬁcant bump in votes. So I guess I
“One day I just decided to do it,”
want to start my political career with the
Wright said. “I made the Facebook page.”
Beard Club.”
Though the club has Facebook followThe last U.S President to have a beard
ers, they still need an advisor before they
was Benjamin Harrison in 1889.
can get club members.
“No one respects the beard anymore,”
“We’re still looking for an advisor,”
said Daniel Lantz, a bearded senior comWright said, citing the Beard club’s strug- puter science major. “It’s a lost art.”
gle to get organized and recruit members.
Wright hasn’t shaved in more than a
“I’d say we have about 11 or 12 people year.
who are really interested in the club.”
“I’m
actually
celebrating
my
Despite the lack of ofﬁcial status,
14-month ‘beardversary’,” Wright said
bearded Central students have expressed
about his own beard. “I started growing
a positive attitude toward the club.
it on Aug.18, 2011.”
“I’d support the club because it supA week after starting his beard, Wright
ports manliness,” said Jeremy Johnson,
won a Salmon Derby, thus giving his fafreshman undecided.
cial hair the status of a
Though
lucky beard.
the club foAs far as the future
cuses
on
I
want
to
have
a
place
of
Beard Club goes, a
growing fanumber
of positions
where
bearded
men
can
get
cial
hair,
have
to
be
before it
a beard is
together and discuss bearded gets off theﬁlled
ground,
and
not
necesthings.
the
hunt
for
an
advisor
is
sary to join.
still
ongoing.
Moustaches,
-ANDREW WRIGHT
However, should the
goatees and
Junior History major
Beard Club continue to
other versions
grow and become recogof beards are
nized, Wright hopes to
welcome, as
reward its members with T-shirts or speare non-bearded members.
cial beard wax.
“If you’re not shaving, you’re growing
Wright had one simple piece of advice
a beard,” Wright said. “We don’t allow
to
readers:
shaving at the club. That’s about it.”
“Grow a beard.”
Should the club become ofﬁcial,
BY DEREK SHUCK

Staff Reporter

“

“

“

“

Meet the members
Jeremy Johnson
Freshmen
Undecided

“Your beard is like your best
friend.”
Daniel Lantz
Senior
Computer Science

“I love it, my face is always
warm.”

Ryan Gordon
Senior
Public Health/ Biology

“Beards are amazing, I have one
seven months out of the year.”
Patrick Carpenter
Freshmen
Spanish Education

“A Beard makes you distinguished, a little more mature. Not
everyone can grow a beard, so if
you can, why not?”
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Students revive CAT TV

KCWU alive with fresh student-driven content
BY JOE COLUCCIO

Staff Reporter

The members of Central Access Television (CAT) have been working with the
university and Ellensburg community to
broadcast a variety of different events.
The crew is working to surpass the expectations set last summer when the station’s future was in jeopardy.
“Last year, Channel 14 had a very solid team set up, but then all those people
graduated at the same time,” said Matt
Clements, operations manager for CAT.
“So as soon as they left, there was no crossover training or anything from that group
for the group that is here now.”
Clements, a senior ﬁlm and video studies major, had to meet with faculty advisors across campus to help determine the
fate of the station.
“I was told, ‘If you want it to be here,
you are going to have to take charge and
run it yourself,’” Clements said. “So I took
the initiative to jump in there and do what
I could and I started building my team.”
With those encouraging words, CAT
hit the ground running, equipped with
new concepts to make it’s born-again station a success.
CAT is now focusing on making stronger connections with the student body. In
the past, Channel 14 was a part of Channel 15, and, for the most part, covered
much of the same content. Channel 15
will now cover a few of the major sporting
events and prominent speakers who come
on campus.
“We’re trying to focus on a very studentbased station,” said Kevin O’Donnell,
general manager for CAT. “We really want
to produce content that students will really
appreciate: TV shows, sketch shows. We
want to cover events in a way that actually
draws kids in and keeps them interested.”
O’Donnell, a senior ﬁlm and video
studies major, went on to mention the
importance of staying in sync with the
school’s student body.
“We also want to have a news program
that is relevant to students on campus instead of talking about things that no one
really cares about,” O’Donnell said.
The station’s programming is tailormade for students because content is edited, produced, and directed by students.
Among it’s shows are EBX (Ellensburg
Extreme), a sketch show, a show featuring
60-second proﬁles of faculty members,
and Central Beat. Central Beat is a music
show featuring local artists and news on
upcoming concerts around the Ellensburg

area.
“We are working towards lining up different artists to interview so we can get a
better show going,” said Nick Snyder, a junior broadcast journalism major and host
of Central Beat. “Strictly music-based, local artists is what we really want.”
Central Beat airs every day at 8 p.m.,
with a new episode set to air at the end of
the month.
A video game review show is also in the
works.
“This is something I am pretty passionate about,” Clements said. “I’ve always
been a big gamer. I started contacting a
bunch of video game developers, and I
was surprised that every single one of
them came back saying it was OK to show
their game and have gameplay footage on
TV.”
The members of CAT have been
involved with several different groups
around campus. They currently have a
contract with Central’s Recreation Center
to ﬁlm rec games. Matches for the women’s rugby and men’s water polo teams are
among the games to be covered.
CAT is also involved with Central’s
theatre department. It will be ﬁlming a
behind-the-scenes documentary for the
school’s fall production: “Shakespeare’s
The Tempest” (Nov. 8-10 and 15-17 at
7:30 p.m., and Nov. 18 at 2:30 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium).
CAT is working on being granted
funding from the university’s Services and
Activities Fee Committee. With funding,
CAT will be able to buy more equipment
and pay students to go out to cover various
events.
“When the art department wants us to
do a gig for them, we can send a crew out
and they can pay us, and we can pay our
crew,” O’Donnell said. “Everything would
be subsidized, and we can be completely
self-sufﬁcient for the next two years.”

To get involved with CAT, meetings take place at 5 p.m. Tuesdays in
Hertz Hall room 121. For more information on CAT, visit www.facebook.com/centralaccess or follow
them on twitter at @CentralAccess.
Be on the lookout for a new website
in the coming weeks.

T H E
S C O O p
Oct. 25

Oct. 26

FALL JOB, INTERNSHIP & GRAD SCHOOL
FAIR
SURC BALLROOM
11 A.M. - 3 P.M.

OCTUBAFEST
MCINTYRE MUSIC BUILDING RECITAL HALL
6 P.M.

Oct. 26

Oct. 31

J.R. MARTINEZ
SURC BALLROOM
7 P.M. - 9 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE
GENERAL $15

HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH EXHIBIT
CWU CAMPUS
ALL DAY

Oct. 31

nov. 1

BOO CENTRAL
SURC BALLROOM
5 P.M. - 7 P.M.

DAY OF THE DEAD RECEPTION
RANDALL HALL ROOM 100
3 P.M - 5 P.M.

nov. 1

nov. 3

GOTHARD SISTERS CELTIC FIDDLE & DANCE
MCINTYRE MUSIC BUILDING CONCERT HALL
7 P.M.

CARA TOMLINSON EXHIBIT
SARAH SPURGEON GALLERY
ALL DAY

37th Annual

Holiday Arts & Crafts Festival

Great prices & flexibility for student vendors!
Take advantage of this
fundraising opportunity
for your student club or
organization. Individual
student vendors welcome!
Join more than 50 talented
Northwest artists in offering
holiday shoppers a variety of
handcrafts, fine art & treats in
this annual juried show.

MON: Karoake TUES: Jazz WED: Open Mic Night THURS: Blues Jam

Student Union Building
Thursday, Nov. 29
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 30
10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 1
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Open for lunch at 11 dinner at 5
Now offering a selection of
craft beer and regional wines
117 East 4th Ave
P: (509)962-5100
www.Prosody.com

For details about rates and jury process, and to apply:
509.963.3315 || warefair@cwu.edu || Visit SURC 274
Like Us
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Boca Floja brings the beats
BY Santos herrera

News Editor

Boca Floja, a Spanish hip-hop artist and writer, was joined by other visual
and performing artists on Saturday for an
energy-packed evening of music, art and
spoken word.
Boca Floja is a multi-genre artist who
began his career in the capitol city of
Mexico during the mid 1990s.
“I was part of the first generation
to start listening to hip-hop and rap in
Mexico,” Boca Floja said. “It was almost
by accident, I was listening to music by
NWA and started rapping little by little.”
Boca Floja said in the beginning of his
rap career it was hard to find venues to

perform at because hip-hop and rap were
so new in the area.
Little by little, rap has allowed Boca
Floja to tour around the world sharing his
talents as well as his messages. His lyrics
are loaded with themes of political justice, social justice and personal struggles.
Everything that Boca Floja puts on
a piece of paper comes from something
greater than himself. He feels a need to
reach out and communicate to the world
the the only way he knows how, with a
microphone.
“As artists we have the responsibility to
connect with people,” Boca Floja said. “I
see myself as part of a [world] struggle
for liberation.”
Boca Floja’s writing and filmmaking

Santos herrera/observer

BEATS Gabriel Teodros drops hip-hop lyrics for a crowd in the SURC Ballroom.

The science of words
Poet laureate shares life experiences through poetry
BY Joie sullivan

Staff Reporter

Kathleen Flenniken, Washington State
poet laureate, stopped by Central on Oct.
17 to showcase her poetry at The Museum
of Culture and Environment.
Flenniken’s readings were presented in
association with the museum, as part of its
current exhibit, “Particles on the Wall,”
which showcases art and poetry from the
Hanford nuclear site.
“I’m very proud to be reading tonight
in association with this exhibit,” Flenniken said before she began reading to the
crowd.
The poet laureate was raised in Richland during the height of the Cold War
and worked at Hanford for nearly three
years. Flenniken is a civil engineering
graduate from Washington State University. During her stay at Hanford, she
spent time in the hydrogeology department.
“I did a lot of field work, like measuring
water levels in wells and wading around in
ponds,” Flenniken said.
Much of Flenniken’s poetry is written about her childhood, friends, parents,
time at Hanford and other personal as-

pects of her own life. It was only fitting the
poetry she read showcased her time east
of the mountains.
“My dad always supported me in math
and sciences,” Flenniken said. “I loved the
people I grew up with, and they were all
scientists and engineers. I also wanted to
be a woman in a field dominated by men.”
One of her poems, “Atomic Man,” is
about Harold McCluskey, who was exposed to radiation in 1976. Two of Flenniken’s poems, including “Atomic Man,”
are on the wall outside the museum.
“I’m kind of astounded by the size of
these poems,” Flenniken said.
The crowd laughed before it began to
follow along with Flenniken as she recited
the poem. Other poems read included,
“My Earliest Memory Preserved on Film,”
which is about a childhood memory from
Sept. 26, 1963, when she saw President
John Kennedy dedicate a reactor at Hanford.
Another is the title poem from her
book, “Plume.”
“It tries to join my engineering background with my love for poetry,” Flenniken said.
After the reading, Flenniken signed

career will be getting a bit more recognition with a play he is working on, due
to be completed in late 2013 and a documentary about the African Heritage experience in Mexico which will be completed in 2014.
Among the other performing artist
was Gabriel Teodros. Teodros’s unique
hip-hop style uses Ethiopian influenced
beats, something that very few have heard
before.
“It’s something I’ve longed to hear my
entire life,” Teodros said, referring to his
Ethiopian influenced music. “Hip-hop let
me know I wasn’t crazy or alone.”
Music, hip-hop specifically, has been
an anchor for Teodros, not in a sense of
weighing him down, but more in a sense
of keeping him grounded to what is real
and what is happening in the world.
Teodros recounted people coming up
to him after a show and telling him that
his music really made a difference in their
lives.
One person even told Teodros that
his music steered him away from suicide. Teodros currently lives in Seattle
and works alongside Stephany Hazelrigg.
They both teach music, poetry, and art to
the youth.
Hazelrigg became involved in community organizing in 2005 but has been
working with students for 15 years. She
is a firm believer in changing society with
art, a lesson she instills in her students.
“Practice using creativity. Make art everyday,” Hazelrigg said. “Go where artists go. Go where social changers go.”
Hazelrigg emphasizes on self-discovery. A journey she also had to take before
creating art through spoken word.
“I had to learn who I am and where I
come from,” Hazelrigg said.
Maria Guillen and Sufione are both

copies of “Plume,” which are available at
the Wildcat Shop.
Jess Schueler, freshman English major,
waited eagerly in line to have her copy
signed by Flenniken.
“It was amazing,” Schueler said. “I’m
a big poetry fan. I actually write poetry
myself.”
Senior Alyssa Boekel, a performance
and creative writing major, enjoyed the
event.
“I like hearing people perform their
own writing,” Boekel said.

Santos Herrera/observer

SPEAK Gabriel Teodros and Stephany
Hazelrigg perform spoken word.

visual artists who joined the visiting performers. Guillen and Sufione collaborated on a single piece of art while Hazelrigg, Teodros, and Boca Floja entertained
the crowd. But, like the other artists, Guillen incorporates messages in her art.
“I like to try to speak to the community about [social] battles through my art,”
Guillen said. “I like to send a message of
liberation of self as well as the community.”
Guillen said several times that shwe
would not be alive if not for her art. She
lives limitless in art and in the community
of friends and family art has led her to.
Nineteen-year-old Sufione, Guillen’s
partner in this particular artistic trip, has
been creating art for four years and has
found a sense of liberation in art.
“I create art for myself to grow as a
person as well as to share with others,”
Sufione said. “Good artists inspire others
to do art.”

The museum has paired up with Disability Services to make the exhibits more
accessible for visually impaired students.
On the wall next to “Atomic Man” is a
brail version, along with a notebook filled
with brail versions of Flenniken’s other
poems.
Mark Aouslander, the museum director, said they will continue to work closely
with the disability center for future exhibits. One development is an audio tour for
the “Yakima River” exhibit coming in the
winter.

laura walp/observer

POET Visiting poet Kathleen Flenniken reads excerpts from her book “Plume” to a
crowd in at The Museum of Culture and Environment on Oct. 17.
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JSO celebrates first
Shabbat of the year
BY MARGAUX MASSEY

Staff Reporter

The Central Washington University
Jewish Student Organization held its ﬁrst
Shabbat service of the year in the Mary
Grupe Center last Friday.
The center quickly ﬁlled up with students and town residents before the service, much to the surprise of those hosting
the event.
Student Rabbi Abram Goodstein from
the Hebrew Union College Jewish Institute of Religion in Los Angeles started the
service with a candle lighting, accompanied by a reading in Hebrew. Once the
service began, the L’chah Dodi was sung,
which is done to greet the Shabbat bride.
The rest of the service followed with
prayers sung in Hebrew and a few spoken in English. Once the prayers were
ﬁnished, Goodstein read a selection from
the Torah. His lesson for the night was on
Noah.
One of Goodstein’s students was confused as to why God would allow the
ﬂood to happen, and why he wanted to

only save Noah and his family. He said
that while looking for a reason, he found
a destructive force (the ﬂood) could also
be a creative force, that the world was a
bad place before the ﬂood, and the ﬂood
allowed God to make the world a better
place with morals. The service ended with
three more prayers and the closing prayer,
“V’Shamru V’nei Yisrael.”
Before the customary bread and wine,
Goodstein introduced Fred McDonald, a
teacher in the math department and the
leader of the Jewish Student Organization. McDonald asked people to sign up
for the club, saying they did not have to be
Jewish to be in the club and that all were
welcome.
When asked about the Jewish Student
Organization, McDonald said it had been
a few years since they had a club, joking
that he “accidentally let the club graduate.” He urges anyone interested in the
club to contact him.
McDonald said this was the ﬁrst Shabbat of the year, and it is supposed to be a
bi-annual event.
“With more interest, we’ll be able to do
this more often,” McDonald said.
Goodstein had similar feelings about
the service and the turnout.
“I was really happy about the turnout,”
Goodstein said. “I wasn’t expecting it.”
Goodstein is in his ﬁrst of six years as a
student Rabbi. He goes to Yakima once

Sex in the SURC
BY BEN NEWBY

Staff Reporter

In the ﬁrst of six discussions to take
place at Central concerning sexuality,
sexual health and relationships, students
packed to listen to Kimberly McBride lecture and discuss sexuality.
McBride listed a number of ground
rules at the beginning to foster a safe environment and to keep the discussions
comfortable and conﬁdential. These rules
included: “[being] non-judgmental, openness, sensitivity to diversity, anonymity
and acceptance.”
Interaction was encouraged during the
discussions, but there was also an anonymous question box online for any questions people did not feel comfortable asking in front of the group.
This ﬁrst discussion from McBride was
titled “It feels good: redeﬁning sexual plea-

FREE

Comedy Show!

sure.”
The talk included ways to make sex
more pleasurable, differences in men and
women, and what drives human sexual
desire.
Logan Houser, junior undecided, attended the lecture out of curiosity.
“I thought it would be really interesting
[and would] help me to be more open,”
Houser said.
This led into a question for the group:
“What is sex?” As students were called on,
nearly every word relating to sex was said,
from anal to vibrator.
McBride shared a study in which 85
percent of men reported that their partner
had an orgasm. This did not quite match
up to the 64 percent of women who said
they had one. This lead to a discussion
about how most women are more likely to
orgasm when they engage in a variety of
sexual acts.

SUNDAY
October 28th
7:30 pm
SURC Theater

An All Campus Event

Comedian

Gordon Douglas
Don’t miss out
on your chance
to LAUGH!

Sponsored by
Pregnancy Center of Kittitas County

(509) 925-2273
ww w.PregnancyHelpEllensburg.org

NICK SNYDER/OBSERVER

SHABBAT Students gather in the Mary Grupe Center for the first Shabbat service.

a month to practice, but this was his ﬁrst
time in Ellensburg.
Goodstein thought the Jewish Student
Organization was a terriﬁc opportunity
for Jewish people to be able to do more
on campus.
He said the service differed from those
he normally attends, in that it is usually
more of a Jewish crowd. The crowd on
Friday night was dominated by religious
In order to better understand what
inﬂuences sexual arousal and pleasure in
relationships, McBride conducted a study.
She found that mood was an important
factor in men. Seeking relief from stress
was a popular reason for women. The
study also revealed that women found it
arousing to be physically and verbally desired by their partner.
Satisfaction in relationships is the strongest predictor of sexual satisfaction, McBride explained.
Having an emotional connection and
good physical health play a large role in
developing and increasing satisfaction between partners.
The use of contraceptives was also
touched on. Partners are more willing to
be intimate as they are less worried about
the possibility of pregnancy.
Stereotypes about men and women
were also addressed. Men’s genitals are
typically associated with positive action
words, whereas words associated with
women’s genitals are negative. Society also
holds stereotypes about men and women,
believing men to have high sex drives and
women to have low sex drives.
McBride’s six “Sexpert” discussions

studies majors and curious students. Even
students of different religions found the
service to be an interesting look into another religion.
“The service was really enlightening,”
said Cassie Wood, a senior nutrition major. “It’s awesome to be able to learn about
other religions ﬁrsthand.”

GRACE GUTIERREZ/OBSERVER

DISCUSS Kimberly McBride leads
the discussion on sexuality.

continue on the third Thursday of every
month in SURC 301. Although the topics
for each discussion are mapped out, she is
open to suggestions and changes.

CWU Students

With ID
ID
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Reaching the hilltop

Former CWU linebacker excels professionally in Canada

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CWU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

SMACKED (Above) Former linebacker Adam Bighill crushes an opponent during one of his games at Central. (Below) Bighill carries the ball during the Battle in Seattle against
Eastern Washington University. Bighill now plays professionall for the BC Lions.

with friends, Bighill found different ways
to make the most of his college years.
Staff Reporter
A snowboarder since age 13, he also
For Central Washington University’s made trips to the pass to catch some slope
football team, the number 44 is more than time. No matter which activity Bighill was
just a number.
participating in, those who know him deWhoever wears the number 44 on the scribe him as an incredible person, someback of their jersey represents strength for one any student at Central would have
the team.
been lucky to know.
The jersey is awarded to a defensive
“Bigs is just an awesome guy. The best
player every year who has demonstrated way to describe him [is] he’s the best posstrong defensive abilities. This tradition sible person he can be on and off the
was started in 2008
ﬁeld. On the ﬁeld,
by head coach
he’s
extremely
Blaine Bennett and
hard working; he’s
Bigs is just an awesome extremely intelhis coaching staff.
“Once we startguy. The best way to describe ligent,” former
ed the tradition,
him [is] he’s the best possible teammate, Mike
as a coaching staff
said.
person he can be on and off Reno
we have backed
It was Bighill’s
the field. On the field, he’s love for the game
away from it and
the player chooses
extremely hard working; he’s that made him
the next person and
quickly stand out.
extremely intelligent.
he can do it any
Bighill dreamt of
way or at any time
being a professional
-MIKE RENO
he wants to. They
football player since
Former teammate
have really done
age seven, after his
a great job with
father assured him
the tradition. [It’s
he could do anything he wanted.
a] one-on-one type of experience. They
His focus in high school and college
don’t even come and ask me, I ﬁnd out the was to become ready to play professionday after it happens,” Bennett said.
ally.
Adam Bighill, born in Montesano,
“Adam Bighill, as a player, is not just
Wash., is an exercise science (specialty in an exceptional player on the ﬁeld on game
clinical physiology) graduate from CWU, day, it’s his work ethic every single day in
was honored to have been able to wear practice and weight room all year long,”
the number 44 while he was playing for Bennett said. “He’s got an amazing perCentral. Bighill was presented with the sonal drive to be the very best he can be.
renowned jersey in the locker room with He set a high standard not just for the
orders to wear it with pride.
number 44, but for hard work and dedicaBighill attended Central from 2007 to tion. He’s one of those guys that gets the
2011. Before that, he went to Montesano most out of his god given ability and take
High School. His time at Central was it to the next level.”
some of his most memorable. Whether he
Bighill said some of the most memowas training hard at the university’s gym, rable times he had at CWU were related
climbing the rock wall or catching a movie to the football team. Whether it was jokes
BY SARAH RUIZ

“

“

cracked on long rides
home, or guy talk in the
locker room, there was
never a doubt the
relationships Bighill
had with his teammates were strong.
“Obviously I built
a lot of great relationships with a lot
of different people,”

Bighill
said. “As a
team, we have really
good team unity
and bonding.
My
favorite
year

was probably 2009, that’s probably the
group I was closest with.”
The memories Bighill has from Central
have stuck with him, even after graduating.
Upon entering his senior year at college,
Bighill began to look at what he wanted to
do post-graduation. Bighill was picked up
after graduation by the BC Lions, a team
in the Canadian Football League.
He started playing linebacker for the
team in 2011. The number on his ﬁrst
Lions jersey was 50. However, Bighill re-

quested a change, and certainly there was
no number better suited for Bighill than
44.
“I decided to switch numbers because
obviously it means a lot to me,” Bighill
said. “That tradition isn’t up here, so no
one recognizes it, but it reminds me what
it was back at Central. Reminds me to
be a leader on the ﬁeld, someone you
can count on to make a play and
take care of the team when it’s on
the line.”
Playing for the BC Lions has
been an incredible journey for Bighill. The move to Canada has been
an adjustment for the football player
who was used to living in the same
state he grew up in.
“I miss a lot of my friends, I
don’t get to see my friends, especially [from] Central that I
made and that’s the toughest
thing,” Bighill said. “[My}
family comes up to the games;
I see family pretty regularly but
not my friends.”
Bighill lives in Canada on
a working Visa and only travels back home during
the off-season.

When he does come
home, he enjoys shopping trips to Seattle
and other Washington adventures. As
much as he misses his friends and family, the reward from reaching his goal of
playing football professionally is enough to
keep him going.
“It’s a little bit different [in Canada],”
Bighill said. “But in general, it’s awesome.
It’s the most fun I’ve had playing football.
Being a starting linebacker for a professional team, it’s an unreal experience.”
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Volleyball win streak snapped

WILDCAT
SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL

RECENT GAME:
L 24-17 @ Azusa Paciﬁc
Senior RB Demetrius Sumler rushes for 73 yards and 1 touchdown,
however Central falls to Azusa Paciﬁc in Calif.

CONFERENCE
Humboldt State
Central Washington
Western Oregon
Dixie State
Simon Fraser

W
5
5
5
3
2

L
2
2
2
4
5

NEXT GAME:
10/27 @ Humboldt State - 6 P.M.
Both teams will look to break the
three-way tie atop the GNAC.

WOMENʼS
SOCCER

RECENT GAME:
L 0-1 vs. St. Martins
Central was shut out against the
Saints.
CONFERENCE
W
Western Washington 11
Seattle Paciﬁc
9
Montana State Billings 8
Western Oregon
5
Saint Martinʼs
5
Central Washington 4
Northwest Nazarene 4
Simon Fraser
0

CINDY GAMBOA/OBSERVER

HANG TIME Redshirt freshman setter Catie Fry (14) sets up fellow redshirt freshman middle blocker Kaitlin Quirk (10) for the spike
against Western Oregon University. Fry is out for the remainder of the season after tearing her ACL Thursday night.
BY CHACE DAVY

Staff Reporter

The Wildcat’s nine game winning streak
ended swiftly last Thursday when 15thranked Western Washington defeated the
Wildcats in three sets, 25-19, 25-20, 25-18.
The winning streak was the longest held
by a Central women’s volleyball team since
2006, which adds to the sting of the loss. The
Wildcats are already working on building another streak following the WWU loss with a
close victory over Simon Fraser on Saturday.
The Wildcats improved to 15-5 overall,
and 9-2 in the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference. They are ranked 22nd in the
national polls, and sit in second place in the
GNAC three games behind WWU.
The Wildcats won’t have another chance
to play WWU in the regular season so head
coach Mario Andaya’s focus is elsewhere.
“We just have to make sure that we control our own matches and destiny,” Andaya
said.
One Wildcat will have to watch the team’s
future unfold on crutches – redshirt freshman
Catie Fry suffered a torn ACL during the ﬁrst
set of the match against Western, and is likely
out for the remainder of the season.
Fry was named GNAC Red Lion Player
of the Week after her performances against
Western Oregon and Saint Martin’s.
Senior setter Devin Larson ﬁlled in for Fry
as setter, but the Wildcats were unable to ﬁnd
their groove.
“The Western game kind of threw us off
a bit,” Larson said. “That was the ﬁrst time
that’s happened to us in a while.”

The Wildcats were unable to take advantage of the few opportunities the Vikings
gave them in the match, while Western capitalized on miscues by the Central defense.
“We had a few breakdowns and we
couldn’t really recover,” Andaya said.
CWU was able to stay in contention
throughout the ﬁrst two sets, but late runs by
Western in both sets allowed the Vikings to
pull ahead.
The defensive miscues also negatively carried over to the offense, which couldn’t work
into a rhythm.
“When we transitioned into our offense,
we couldn’t get enough good swings to keep
Western off balance,” Andaya said.
Central was unable to gain a lead in the
third set, and ended up losing 25-18.
“We played kind of uncharacteristic,” said
redshirt junior outside hitter Emmy Dolan.
“But that’s not going to prevent us from going on another nine game win streak.”
The Wildcats were able to do just that
against Simon Fraser, in their latest actionpacked overtime victory.
After trading the ﬁrst two sets 25-21,
Central won the third 25-18. The fourth set
came down to the wire, but the Clan won
by a score of 25-23. The ﬁfth and ﬁnal set
proved to be a testament to how resilient the
Wildcats can be.
“I’m really proud of how our team
toughed out the ﬁfth set,” Andaya said.
Down by a score of 13-9 in a ﬁrst-to-15
matchup, the Wildcats rallied back to tie the
score at 13 and fended off a match point by
Simon Fraser. The Wildcats eventually retook the lead and won 17-15.

“Great teams do have to win those little
tough, weird matches,” Dolan said.
Simon Fraser was fresh off its ﬁrst conference win of the season over Northwest Nazarene University, which may have given them
an extra boost to stick with the Wildcats.
The Wildcats are looking to build on their
victory with only eight games remaining before regionals.
“Because we had to come together as a
team, and push hard in the ﬁfth game of
that match, it kind of showed us that we can
do this together and pull off the close ones,”
Larson said.
Five out of the Wildcat’s next eight games
will be played at Nicholas Pavilion, where
they boast a 5-0 record.
Central hosts MSUB on Thursday, who
trails CWU in the GNAC by one match, and
Seattle Paciﬁc on Saturday, who Central beat
three sets to two earlier in the season.
The Wildcats will wear pink against
MSUB in honor of Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and will be handing out pink
T-shirts to the ﬁrst 200 fans who come to the
game.
The team is also auctioning off the jerseys
worn in the match against MSUB in support
of breast cancer research.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION WITH A
TWEET AND HASHTAG:
#CWUVOLLEYBALL

L
1
1
4
6
7
7
8
12

T
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0

NEXT GAME:
10/25 @ WWU - 1 P.M.
CWU looks to avenge their earlier
defeat against WWU

VOLLEYBALL

RECENT GAME:
w 3-2 @ SFU
Central escapes Simon Fraser

CONFERENCE
W
Western Washington 10
Central Washington 9
Alaska Anchorage
8
Western Oregon
7
Seattle Paciﬁc
6
Montana State Billings 5
Northwest Nazarene 3
Saint Martinʼs
2
Alaska Fairbanks
2
Simon Fraser
1

L
1
2
3
3
4
5
8
8
9
10

NEXT GAME:
10/25 vs. MSUB - 7 P.M.

CROSS
COUNTRY

RECENT MEET:
M: 9th W:5th Great Northwest Athletic Conference Championships
NEXT MEET:
11/3 NCAA D-II West Regional
Championships
FOR MORE INFORAMTION ON
CWUʼS TEAMS VISIT
WILDCATSPORTS.COM
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Wildcat cross country invades Oregon

PHOTO COURTESY OF KENDALL KREFT

STOMP THE YARD Senior Kelsey Kreft (in the CWU jersey) keeps pace with the pack of runners at the Western Washington University Invitational. This past weekend the
cross country teams competed in their championship meet. The men finished eighth and the women finished fifth.

Adkisson was pleased with the time Minor ran at the championships.
Senior Ryan Eidsmoe ﬁnished 55th
On Saturday, the Wildcat’s cross coun- with a time of 27 minutes and four sectry teams competed in the Great North- onds, while junior John Wojtech and sophwest Athletic Conference Championships omore Ryan Thompson ﬁnished 58th and
on the campus of Western Oregon Uni- 61st, respectively.
versity.
“John has been coming off some injuThe women’s team ﬁnished ﬁfth overall ries,” Adkisson said. “He deﬁnitely wasn’t
with 151 points, and senior Kelsey Kreft running at full strength. We also had some
earned all-conference honors, ﬁnishing other guys coming off being sick who
eighth overall with a time of 21 minutes weren’t back to full strength either. That
and 23 seconds.
was really what kind of got us.”
“Going into the GNAC race, I knew
The men’s ninth place ﬁnish on Sattop 10 was a big goal, but not out of urday was the highest the men’s team has
reach,” Kreft said.
placed since the
“During the race,
ﬁrst race of the seawhen I heard I was
Going into the GNAC race, son.
13th, I didn’t even
deﬁnitely
I knew top ten was a big goal, had“We
think, I just pushed
a rougher day
forward. After I ﬁnbut not out of reach.
than what we were
ished, it took me a
shooting for,” Adminute to realize
kisson said. “We
-KELSEY KREFT
what I just did. I’m
certainly thought
glad that I was able
Senior
that we could have
to race like that for
been up there a
my coaches, teamlittle more as far as
mates and especially my dad.”
being
up
a
place
or
two.
It was certainly
Sophomore Connie Morgan and freshour
goal
coming
into
the
meet.”
man Dani Eggleston ﬁnished 24th and
The ﬁnal team meet is the NCAA Di25th, respectively. Morgan ﬁnished with a
vision
II West Regional Championship in
time of 22 minutes and six seconds and
Ka’a’awa,
Hawai’i on Nov. 3. The WildEggleston ﬁnished just one second behind.
cats
are
expected
to take seven men and
Freshman Megan Rogers ﬁnished 50th,
women to the regional championships in
and junior Taylor Kartes ﬁnished 58th.
Fifth place was the highest for the two weeks.
“My two main goals for regionals are
women’s team since 2006, when they ﬁnthat I want the women’s team to ﬁnish in
ished third.
“This year was a real big turnaround the top 10 and I want to qualify as an infor our program,” said head coach Kevin dividual to race at nationals,” Kreft said.
The two-week break between the conAdkisson. “We increased in every area.
ference
championship and the regional
We’re super strong up front and we are
championship
gives the Wildcats a chance
getting right up there into the top half [of
to
recover
from
illnesses and injuries, as
the conference]. That was what we were
shooting for all along. Every team in front well as time to prepare for regionals.
“We’ll have a couple good, strong
of us is a nationally ranked team.”
The men’s team ﬁnished ninth in con- workouts to add that last little bit of
ference with a total of 256 points. Junior strength,” Adkisson said. “After that, it’s
Nathan Minor led the way for Central, about tapering down and trying to get
ﬁnishing 42nd overall with a time of 26 their bodies ready for the peak of that last
minutes and 44 seconds on the 8K course. big race.”
BY JARYD CLINE

Staff Reporter

“

“
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Soccer splits matches at home
BY SCOTT HERMAN

Staff Reporter

The Central Washington University women’s soccer team split this past
week’s matches, winning 2-1 on Thursday against Western Oregon University
before dropping the Saturday match to St.
Martin’s by a ﬁnal of 1-0. Central comes
out of the week with a 5-9-2 overall record
and a 4-7-1 mark in GNAC play.
Western Oregon now stands even in
the conference at 5-5-1, while St. Martin’s
leapfrogged Central in the standings with
their 5-7 mark.
In the ﬁrst match, Central hosted
Western Oregon on Thursday afternoon.
Freshman forward Lauren Duty used the
game as a coming out party, scoring her
ﬁrst collegiate goal in the 62nd minute and
following up with the game winning shot
eight minutes later.
The Wildcats found themselves down
early as Western Oregon scored on the
game’s ﬁrst shot in the third minute.
Sophomore goalie Kayla Lipston and the
Central defense shut out the next 23 shots
and allowed Central’s offense to make a
comeback.
Duty had the best game of her young
career as she attempted to make up for
some of the ﬁrepower lost when Central’s
leading scorer, senior forward Carson
McKole, was forced to sit out the game
with an ankle injury.
Duty tallied the ‘Cats ﬁrst goal when
she struck an arching shot into the back
corner of the net 15 minutes into the
second half. Less than 10 minutes later,
Duty took a pass from sophomore forward
Hadli Farrand and bested Western Oregon sophomore goalkeeper Hillary Lutz,
giving Central the lead for good.
On Saturday, Central hosted St. Martin’s at noon on their home turf. Again,
Central’s opponent got on the board early
when Saints’ sophomore forward Hanna
Massee collected a rebound and tucked
the ball in the back of the net just past
Lipston.
Duty provided aggressive play for her
second game in a row, contributing another three shots on goal.
A chance to even the score in the 31st
minute was spoiled when Saints senior
goalie Ashley Engel saved a free kick by
senior midﬁelder Kelsy Villegas.
The Wildcats had more opportunities
in the second half when they were awarded four corner kicks, but each attempt was
blocked by Engel.
A frantic ﬁnal ten minutes saw Cen-

Named
“Best Student
Checking” by
MONEY® Magazine,
October 2012
CASEY DEMORY/OBSERVER

HANDLES Redshirt junior midfielder
Kelsy Villegas dribbles past a defender.

tral’s attack pressing to make something
happen. Each time the attack was thwarted by a stingy Saints defense. St. Martin’s
withstood the barrage and held on for the
1-0 win.
Head coach Michael Farrand was disappointed with the result of Saturday’s
loss, citing Central’s sweep in the season
series last year against the Saints.
“We’ve certainly stumbled enough this
year to really question some of our methods and question who we are, but we’re
certainly capable and we’re certainly talented enough,” Michael Farrand said.
After noting the effort put forth by
Central against SPU and Western, both
squads in the top half of the league standings, Michael Farrand seemed irritated
that the had such a poor showing against
an opponent he thought they could handle.
“We can’t duplicate that performance
on a team that we should beat by two
goals,” Farrand said.
Lipston noted that Central’s early deﬁcits in recent matches has made it difﬁcult
to bounce back and ﬁnish strong.
“We need to be stronger from the start
instead of waiting until we get down a goal
before we step it up,” Lipston said.
Sophomore
midﬁelder
Savanna
Moorehouse spoke about the lack of intensity their squad exhibited during the
second half, stating that each player has to
play their role on the team while simultaneously keeping themselves motivated.
“You can’t make people want to play,
they have to want it themselves,” Moorehouse said.
Central ﬁnishes the regular season next
week against conference leader Western
Washington on Thursday before returning home to celebrate Senior Day against
Simon Fraser on Saturday at 1 p.m.

Visit the on-campus U.S. Bank branch located
at the Student Union Building to open an account today.

An ATM fee saved is a
grande no-foam vanilla
skim latte earned.
College is full of lessons, and
U.S. Bank can help you with the financial
ones–like getting 4 free non-U.S. Bank
ATM transactions every statement cycle.1
Start college a step ahead with
U.S. Bank Student Checking.

Student Checking

Online & Mobile Banking2

Financial Education

Interested in
officiating
High School
or Jr. High
Basketball?

branch
usbank.com/studentchecking

Call Dick Eglet
Yakima Valley Officials

509.945.2379

800.771.BANK (2265)
1. A surcharge fee will be applied by the ATM owner, unless they are participating in the MoneyPass® network. 2. Standard carrier
rates apply. Web access is needed to use Mobile Banking. Deposit products offered by U.S. Bank National Association. Member FDIC.
©2012 U.S. Bank. All rights reserved.
From MONEY Magazine, October 2012 © 2012 Time Inc. MONEY is a registered trademark of Time Inc. and is used under license.
MONEY and Time Inc. are not affiliated with, and do not endorse products or services of U.S. Bank.
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Ain’t no sunshine for the Wildcats
Staff Reporter

On Saturday the Central Washington University football team traveled to
Glendora, Calif. to play Great Northwest
Athletic Conference opponent
Azusa
Paciﬁc
University
for
the second time
this season. The
Cougars beat the
Wildcats 24-17
on their homecoming night, in
their
ﬁrst-ever
GNAC victory
DEMETRIUS SUMLER
after joining the
Senior running back
conference this
season.
The Wildcats dropped to 5-3 overall,
5-2 in GNAC, but are now in a three-way
tie for ﬁrst place in the conference. CWU,
Humboldt State, and Western Oregon all
share the same record, and all are scheduled to face one another in the last three
weeks of the season
After a scoreless ﬁrst quarter, the Cougars drew ﬁrst blood after kicking a 36yard ﬁeld goal. The Wildcats were able to
match with a ﬁeld goal of their own with
less than a minute and half remaining in
the half, after senior kicker Sean Davis
converted on a 27-yarder.
With the score locked at 3-3, the Cou-

gars came out in the second half and put another ﬁeld goal but APU still took home
together a four-play, 79 yard drive which the win.”
ended on a 14-yard rushing touchdown
Central managed to fend off a Cougar
from sophomore running back Terrell ﬁeld goal after APU’s freshman kicker JaWatson, making the score 10-3.
mie Cacciatore missed wide left from 44
The Wildcats were unable to answer, yards out, but was unable to stop them
and three drives latcompletely. With
er Watson’s teamonly 49 seconds
mate sophomore
in the
[Humboldt’s] a crazy at- remaining
running back Rongame, APU’s junior
mosphere and it’s a chance quarterback Nick
ald Douglas scampered 73 yards to
to really prove ourselves. The Owens connected
score, putting the
sophomore
team needs to keep the moti- with
Cougars to 17-3.
defensive back Kyle
vation and energy up. We are Dravis for a 53Central’s offense
ﬁnally
recovered
yard touchdown,
going
to finish strong.
from their brief
giving the Cougars
stall in the fourth
a 24-17 lead.
quarter, when seRobertson was
-DONNIE JOHNSON
nior running back
intercepted
four
Junior defensive lineman
Demetrius
Sumplays later, putting
ler pounded in for
the game out of
a one-yard score,
reach for the Wildclosing the gap to 17-10.
cats.
The Wildcats took a chance on an on“It’s really hard to beat the same team
side kick by junior kicker Matt Burke that twice,” said head football coach Blaine
took APU off guard by kicking and recov- Bennett. “Traveling a long distance is alering it. Six plays and 60 yards later, Sum- ways hard for our players and to go all the
ler scored another touchdown, this time way there and have them beat us is a chaloff a nine-yard catch from senior quarter- lenge.”
back Ryan Robertson, tying the score at
“It’s a three-way tie for the champion17-17.
ships and it’s going to be an exciting ﬁn“The game started out slow,” Rob- ish,” Bennett said. “We are both tied at
ertson said. “Both teams came out and ﬁve and two for the GNAC. The team is
played hard. We were able to tie the game going to ﬁnish out strong and hopefully
up and by the end we had a chance to kick complete the goal we set to win the cham-

“

“

BY AMBER THORP

pionships.”
The Wildcats defeated both WOU and
HSU back in September and hope to do
it again.
“I’m very excited about the Humboldt
game,” said junior defensive lineman Donnie Johnson. “It’s a crazy atmosphere and
it’s a chance to really prove ourselves. The
team needs to keep the motivation and energy up - we are going to ﬁnish strong.”
Bennett is doing everything he can to
make sure his team is ready. He feels it’s
important the players are ready mentally
and physically as the season slowly winds
to an end.
“We hope to be at the top,” Bennett
said. “Being able to play meaningful games
is very important. That’s why we worked
so hard during the off season, so that we
can position ourselves to win GNAC.”
The Wildcats play their ﬁnal away
game of the season in Arcata, Calif.,
against Humboldt State this Saturday.

GNAC Rushing
Touchdown Leaders
Name
TD
1. Demetrius Sumler-CWU 14
2. Nick Ricciardulli-HSU 11
3. Bo Palmer-SFU
10

Zombie Bash
Saturday OCT. 27
8:00 P.M. - 1 A.M . in the

SURC

Sponsored by 88.1 The Burg, ASCWU BOD, Campus Activities, Campus Life, Dining Services, National Association of College
and University Residence Halls (NACURH), Residence Hall Association (RHA), University Recreation and the Wellness Center.
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities may request reasonable accommodation by contacting Campus Life at 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu.

